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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.
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Disclaimer

These materials have been prepared solely for educational and entertainment
purposes to contribute to the understanding of U.S. intellectual property law.
These materials reflect only the personal views of the authors and are not
individualized legal advice. It is understood that each case is fact specific, and
that the appropriate solution in any case will vary. Therefore, these materials
may or may not be relevant to any particular situation. Thus, the authors and
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan
Europe LLP, and Fei Han Foreign Legal Affairs Law Firm), EMORY UNIVERSITY,
MERCK SHARP & DOHME LLC, AND UNILEVER, cannot be bound either
philosophically or as representatives of their various present and future clients
to the comments expressed in these materials. The presentation of these
materials does not establish any form of attorney-client relationship with
these authors. While every attempt was made to ensure that these materials
are accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for which any
liability is disclaimed. The authors are indebted to Stacy Lewis for preparing
the slides.
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Royalty-free Licensing of  Patents 
Resulting from Mistakes
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Small Words
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• KCJ Corp. v. Kinetic Concepts, Inc., 223 F.3d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2000) 

― Claim 1. An air flotation, ventilated mattress apparatus comprising:
― [(a)] means defining a lower, continuous, inflatable chamber having an air-permeable, flexible upper wall 

portion, …

― DC: Granted summary judgment of noninfringement based on claim construction.
― “A person of ordinary skill in the art of air bed engineering would read the phrase 'continuous' to 

mean without interruption and the word 'a' to mean one. … ‘[A]a . . . continuous . . . chamber’ 
means ‘one non-interrupted inflatable chamber.’”

― Does not read on accused device having multiple continuous chambers.

― FC: Disagreed with district court’s construction.
― “Under [the] conventional rule, the claim limitation ‘a,’ without more, requires at least one.”
― Proper to consult specification and prosecution history to determine if patent applicant had clear intent to limit 

to singular.
― “[I]n view of the use of an indefinite article ‘a’ in the claim language without numerical qualifiers and the 

absence of disclaimers in the written description and the prosecution history, this court holds that ‘a . . . 
continuous . . . chamber’ covers one or more continuous chambers. … In the present case, undisputed evidence 
shows that Kinetic's accused devices have three chambers. Accordingly, this court concludes that clause (a) reads 
on Kinetic's accused devices.” 
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“A” = “One or More”
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• Baldwin Graphic Systems, Inc. v. Siebert, Inc., 512 F.3d 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2008)

― Claim 32. A pre-packaged, pre-soaked cleaning system for use to clean the cylinder of 
printing machines comprising in combination:

― (1) a pre-soaked fabric roll …, said fabric roll having a sealed sleeve …

― DC: Granted motion for summary judgment of noninfringement.
― Construed as “a single pre-soaked fabric roll.” 
• “[U]se of ‘said fabric roll’ … suggest[s] a singular fabric roll.”
― Accused fabric rolls sold in sets of three or between six and nine, but not individually.

― FC: Disagreed with district court’s construction.
― “That ‘a’ or ‘an’ can mean ‘one or more’ is best described as a rule, rather than merely as a presumption or 

even a convention. The exceptions to this rule are extremely limited: a patentee must ‘evince[] a clear intent’ 
to limit ‘a’ or ‘an’ to ‘one.’ … An exception to the  general rule that ‘a’ or ‘an’ means more than one only 
arises where the language of the claims themselves, the specification, or the prosecution history necessitate a 
departure from the rule.”

― “Nothing in the claim language, specification, or prosecution history compels an exceptional reading of ‘a’ in 
this case.”

9

“A” = “One or More”
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For the Real Grammar-philes
“[T]he use of a definite article (‘said’ or ‘the’) to refer back to an initial indefinite 
article does not implicate, let alone mandate the singular. Because the initial indefinite 
article (‘a’) carries either a singular or plural meaning, any later reference to that same 
claim element merely reflects the same potential plurality. In grammatical terms, the 
instances of ‘said fabric roll’ in the claim are anaphoric phrases, referring to the 
initial antecedent phrase. Because the initial phrase carries no definitive  
numerosity, the anaphoric phrases do not alter that meaning in the slightest.”

Baldwin Graphic Systems, 512 F.3d at 1343. 
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“Rules” Are Meant to Be Broken!
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• Insituform Techs., Inc. v. CAT Contr., Inc., 99 F.3d 1098, 
1106 (Fed. Cir. 1996)
―Accused method: continuous vacuums.
―Claimed method literally limited to a process using one 
and only one vacuum cup?

―Inherently discontinuous vacuum.
―Jury: literal infringement.

―FC: No infringement based on claim construction.
―“[N]othing in the text of claim 1 suggests the use of more than one 
cup. Specifically, claim 1 refers to ‘a cup’ and ‘the cup’ repeatedly, 
suggesting that only one cup is involved. Indeed, rather than describing 
the process in terms of more than one cup, claim 1 specifically 
describes using the same cup repeatedly.”
―Specification does not disclose use of more than one cup.

―“[T]he only correct and indeed the reasonable interpretation of claim 
1 limits the scope of that claim to a process using only one vacuum cup 
which inherently creates a discontinuous vacuum.”

12

“A” = “One and Only One”

Claim 1. A method of impregnating with a 
curable resin an inner layer of resin 
absorbent material disposed in an 
elongate flexible tube having an outer 
layer formed by an impremeable [sic] 
film, the method comprising the steps of

…

(3) drawing through the window a 
vacuum in the interior of the tube 
downstream of said one end by disposing 
over the window a cup connected by a 
flexible hose to a vacuum source which 
cup prevents ingress of air into the 
interior of the tube while the tube is 
being evacuated, the outer layer of the 
tube being substantially impermeable to 
air,

…

(5) when the resin reaches the vicinity of 
the region of vacuum application, 
removing the cup and sealing the 
window, … 
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• Harari v. Lee, 656 F.3d 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2011)

― Claim. A method of treating healing at least one over-erased EEprom memory 
cell, comprising:

a) accessing a number of control gates and accessing a bit digit line, …;
b) subsequent to accessing said bit digit line, ….

― Board: Construed to encompass accessing more than one bit line.

― FC: Disagreed with claim construction.
― “Baldwin, however, does not set a hard and fast rule that "a" always means one or 

more than one. Instead, we read the limitation in light of the claim and specification 
to discern its meaning. … When the claim language and specification indicate that ‘a’ 
means one and only one, it is appropriate to construe it as such even in the context of 
an open-ended ‘comprising’ claim.”

― “The plain language of the claim clearly indicates that only a single bit line is used 
when accessing a number of cells.”

13

“A” = “One and Only One”
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• Braintree Laboratories, Inc. v. Novel Laboratories, Inc., 749 F.3d 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

― Claim 15. A composition for inducing purgation of the colon of a patient, … wherein the 
composition does not produce any clinically significant electrolyte shifts and does not 
include phosphate.

― DC: Granted summary judgment of infringement. 
― Construed “’a patient’ to mean ‘one or more patients.’ [and] found that ‘at least one patient 

to whom SUPREP is administered will experience, or has experienced, no clinically significant 
electrolyte shifts.’”

― FC: Disagreed with claim construction. 
― “[T]he district court's application of the  claim terms ‘a patient’ leads to the absurd result of 

infringement even if a composition causes clinically significant electrolyte shifts in a large 
percentage of patients. Therefore, we instead interpret ‘a patient’ to mean the general class 
of persons to whom the patented compositions are directed, i.e., a patient population.”

― Consistent with statements in specification. 

14

“A” = “One and Only One”
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Supreme Court Weighs in on “A”

• Niz-Chavez v. Garland, 593 U.S. ___ (2021) (6-3)
• Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) requires 

the government to serve “a notice to appear” on individuals it wishes to remove.

― Majority (Gorsuch): “’a’ notice would seem to suggest just that: ‘a’ single 
document containing the required information, not a mishmash of pieces with 
some assembly required.”

― “The singular article ‘a’ thus falls outside the defined term (‘notice to 
appear’) and modifies the entire definition.”

― “[T]he government must issue a single statutorily compliant document to 
trigger the stop-time rule.”
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Don’t You Love English?

16

“Countable”

“a notice”
“three notices”

“Non-countable”

“sufficient notice”
“proper notice”

Nouns publish “a” story 
serially

deliver “a” manuscript 
in installments

“a” car does not mean 
the separate parts

“a” bank means only 
one

“A”
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Majority 

“At one level, today’s dispute may seem semantic, focused on a 
single word, a small one at that. But words are how the law 
constrains power. In this case, the law’s terms ensure that, when 
the federal government seeks a procedural advantage against an 
individual, it will at least supply him with a single and reasonably 
comprehensive statement of the nature of the proceedings against 
him. If men must turn square corners when they deal with the 
government, it cannot be too much to expect the government to 
turn square corners when it deals with them.”
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Dissent

• Dissent (Kavanaugh): “[T]he Government may serve a notice to appear in two 
documents instead of one[.]”
• “[T]he statute provides that the 10-year continuous-presence clock stops upon service of “a 

notice to appear,” and then goes on to define a notice to appear as ‘written notice.’ The 
statute nowhere says that written noticemust be provided in a single document.”

• “Ordinary meaning and literal meaning are two different things. And judges interpreting 
statutes should follow ordinary meaning, not literal meaning.”
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• Chef America, Inc. v. Lamb-Weston, Inc., 358 F.3d 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2004)

•Claim process for baking dough by “heating the . . .  dough to a temperature in the 
range of about 400 degrees F. to 850 degrees F.”
• If dough were heated to the temperature specified in the claim, “it would be 
burned to a crisp.”
• Expert declaration that one skilled in the art reading the claim would believe 
temperature range referred to temperature of oven, not dough.
• Patent gives two examples, each stating that the dough product is placed in a 
multi-layered convection oven and baked “at temperatures” or “at a temperature” 
of 680° F to 850° F.

•DC: Construed claim to mean temperature of dough -> no infringement.

• FC: Affirmed.  “courts may not redraft claims.”  
• Could have chosen “at a temperature”, but didn’t.

Note: pre-Phillips (2005)

“To”
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Jeneric/Pentron, Inc. v. Dillon Co., Inc., 205 F.3d 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2000)

• Jeneric used to modify some component ranges in claim, but not others.

• Claim 1. A two-phase porcelain composition comprising a leucite crystallite phase dispersed in a 
feldspathic glass matrix, a maturing temperature of from about 750° to about 1050° C. and a 
coefficient of thermal expansion of from about 12 x 10 -6 /°C. to about 17.5 x 10 -6 /°> C. (room 
temperature to 450° C.), said porcelain composition comprising:

ComponentAmount (wt.%) Component Amount (wt.%) 
SiO2 57-66 Li2O 0.5-3 
Al2O3 7-15 CaO 0-3 
K2O 7-15 MgO 0-7

Na2O 7-12 F 0-4 
CeO2 0-1
wherein the leucite crystallites possess diameters not exceeding about 10 microns and represent 
from about 5 to about 65 weight percent of the two-phase porcelain composition..

“About”
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• Jeneric (con’t)

• FC: “Without broadening words that ordinarily receive 
some leeway, the precise weight ranges of claim 1 do not 
‘avoid a strict numerical boundary to the specified 
parameter.’”

• Other variables in same claim use qualifying language.

• Claim had to be written narrowly to avoid prior art.

• Can’t rely on precise ranges to distinguish prior art during 
prosecution and then have ranges construed broadly in 
infringement action. 

“About”
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“Is”

• Straight Path v. Sipnet, Inc., 806 F.3d 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2015)

• “It depends on what the meaning of the word 'is' is.”

• Claim language:  “transmitting … a query as to whether the second [unit] is 
connected to computer network.”

• FC Majority: PTAB erred by including second units that are registered as being 
on-line, whether or not they actually are still on-line.

• Plain meaning of “is” is present tense—“is connected … at the time the 
query is sent.”

• PTAB improperly turned immediately to the specification without directly 
addressing “the facially clear meaning.”
• “When claim language has as plain a meaning on an issue as the claim 

language does here, leaving no genuine uncertainties on interpretive questions 
…, it is particularly difficult to conclude that the specification … reasonably 
supports a different meaning.”
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“Is”

• Straight Path (con’t)

• Dissent:  

• “John is home.”

• “How do you know?”

• “I spoke to him five minutes ago.”

• “[T]he use of the word ‘is’ does not necessarily imply 
absolute accuracy or absolute currency.”
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• “or”
― Kustom Signals, Inc. v. Applied Concepts, Inc., 264 F.3d 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2001) 

(“or” = exclusive term)

― Brown v. 3M, 265 F.3d 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“or” = either/or, not one or the 
other or both)

― Schumer v. Laboratory Computer Systems, Inc., 308 F.3d 1304 (Fed. Cir. 2002) 
(construes “or” as designating alternatives)

• “on” and “onto”
― Inverness Medical Switzerland GmbH v. Warner Lambert Co., 309 F.3d 1373 (Fed. 

Cir. 2002)(cover impregnation within?)

“Or” and “On”
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• “at least one of a W, a X, a Y, and/or a Z” 
• Creates unnecessary ambiguity?
• Try using “at least one ____ (needs to be a noun such as polymer) 
chosen from a and b,” clearly covers “and/or” but it more clear.  

•What about the phrase “compound and/or salt” ?
•Try “at least one chemical entity (or “drug substance”) chosen from a 
compound of formula I and a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof” 
or “at least one chemical entity (or “drug substance”) chosen from 
compounds of formula I and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.”  

•Another approach is present an independent  claim to a compound of 
formula I and another independent claim to a pharmaceutically acceptable 
salt of the compound of formula I. 

•But if on Track I, that spends two independent claims.

“And/Or”
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“And”
• Intellectual Ventures II L.L.C. v. JP Morgan Chase & Co., 13-civ-3777 (S.D.N.Y 
July 12, 2017)

•Claim 4. A crypto-engine for cryptographic processing of data comprising an 
arithmetic unit…and an interface controller…the arithmetic unit including: a 
memory unit…and a sign inversion unit for performing arithmetic operations on 
said data…

•Markman order construed “sign inversion unit” as “[a] unit that changes 
positive numbers to negative numbers and changes negative numbers to 
positive numbers.” 

•DC: No infringement because JP Morgan’s product does not, and is not capable 
of, “converting negative numbers into positive ones.” 

•JP’s products limit inputs to positive numbers; “the sign inversion unit must be 
functional in order for the arithmetic unit to be ‘operable as a co=processor for a host 
processor.’”
•“Claim Four does not mention the ‘capacity’ or ‘capacities’ of the arithmetic unit, 
but describes only its actual performance…. Neither Claim Four…, nor the 
construction of Claim Four, describes capability, and therefore alleged capability does 
not give rise to an issue of fact where there has been no infringement….Claim Four 
describes use and function, not capability.” 
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“Over”
• Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. v. Home Semiconductor Corp., IPR2015-00460

― claim limitation “a step of forming an oxide layer over the diffusion region”
― Patent Owner: “over” means “covering”
― Petitioner: “over” means “above” (“covering” is too narrow)

― PTAB: applied Petitioner’s proposed construction -> claims anticipated.

― FC: Reversed (Case No. 2016-2215 July 25, 2017, non-precedential).

― “Board’s construction of ‘over’ as meaning ‘above’ is unreasonable in light of the claim language and the 
specification.

― “Although ‘over’ and ‘above’ can be interchangeable in certain contexts, they are not coextensive here, 
and the full scope of ‘above,’ which is not a claim term, cannot be adopted to give meaning to the actual 
claim term ‘over’ if that adoption would result in an unreasonable interpretation of the claim term in 
context. This understanding of the claim term ‘over’ is also supported by the specification[.]”

― Construed claim independently as “forming an oxide layer over the diffusion region in addition to on the 
sidewalls of the gate electrode.”

― No anticipation. 
― “the ‘oxide layer’ in Doshi, which teeters above on the outermost edge of the diffusion region, 

cannot be understood as an oxide layer formed ‘over the diffusion region.’”
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“Between”
“between X and Y”

“range of X to Y”

“from X to Y”

“up to Y”

May have different scope and patentability!

Include endpoints X and Y? or exclude X and Y?
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“Between”

• Athletic Alternatives Inc., v. Prince Manufacturing,
Inc., 73 F.3d 1537 (Fed. Cir. 1996)

• Between means “in the space that separates; in the midst
of; or surrounded by” and “from one to the other.”

― “In the space that separates” would not include the endpoints.
― “From one to the other” would include the endpoints.

― Two different meanings – which one applies?

• FC: when there is an equal choice between a broad and a
narrow meaning of a claim, the public notice function is
better served by interpreting the claim more narrowly.
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Ranges
• CoorsTek, Inc. v. Reiber, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 47145 (D. Col. May 2, 2011)

• Claim 2. A tip as in claim 1, having a resistance in the range of 105 to 1012 ohms.
― Construed to be “a range having a value at or between 1 × 105 ohms and 1 × 1012

ohms, inclusive of both the beginning point and the endpoint.”
― In a range “where the endpoint is numeric (e.g., counting up to ten, or seating capacity

for up to seven passengers) the endpoint normally would be included in the
computation.” AK Steel Corp. v. Sollac and Ugine, 344 F.3d 1234, 1241 (Fed. Cir. 2003).

• Claim 1. A tip having a dissipative material for use in wire bonding machines for
connecting leads on integrated circuit bonding pads, wherein said dissipative
material has a resistance low enough to prevent a discharge to a device being
bonded and high enough to avoid current flow large enough to damage said
device being bonded.

― Construed to exclude endpoints.
― When an object of the preposition “up to” is nonnumeric, the most natural

meaning is to exclude the object (e.g., painting the wall up to the door). AK Steel
at 1241.
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Ranges
• Parker Compound Bows, Inc. v. Hunter’s Mfg. Co., 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17878 (W.D.

Va. Feb. 12, 2016)

• Claim 2. The crossbow of claim 1, wherein said limb length L1
is between 13 and 14 inches.

• “[T]he scope of the term ‘between’ when used to disclose a
limb length or power stroke ‘between’ two numerical values,
includes the endpoints.”
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Avoiding The Endpoint Inclusive 
Versus Exclusive Debate

• Define “between” as being inclusive or exclusive of the endpoints.
• E.g., the specification could say “a range between X and Y’ includes the endpoints X

and Y (or excludes the endpoints X and Y were that desired).

• Write claims to explicitly include or exclude endpoints when a range is
indicated.
• “from X to Y.”

• Draft independent claim broadly providing a range “between X and Y,” then dependent
claims specifically claiming X or Y, with the argument that those dependent claims do not
improperly broaden the scope of the independent claim, thus “telescoping” the scope of
the claims and providing intrinsic evidence that the range is endpoint inclusive.
• Though trier of fact may disagree and rule the dependent claims improper, leaving the

independent claim exclusive of X and Y.
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Use Reissue
• If prosecution is complete, a narrower claim may be pursued through a reissue 

application that explicitly provides the scope of a claimed range. 
• May provide clarity as to the scope of a desired range, but a reissue application reopens 

prosecution of all claims and therefore should be a carefully considered decision. 
• Not clear that the reissue claim reciting X or Y would necessarily be narrower than the 

original claim “between X and Y.”  If that were true, the time limits for a broadening 
reissue would have to be met. 

In re Tanaka, 640 F.3d 1246 (Fed. Cir. 2011)
• Board held that it is not reissue  “error” under 35 U.S.C. §251 to add a subgeneric claim where 

all existing claims in the patent are maintained, both broader and narrower than the added 
claim.

• FC: Reversed and remanded.
― “adding dependent claims as a hedge against possible invalidity of original claims “is 

a proper reason for asking that a reissue be granted.” In re Handel, 50 CCPA 918, 312 
F.2d 943, 946 n. 2 (1963).”

― “the omission of a narrower claim from a patent can render a patent partly 
inoperative by failing to protect the disclosed invention to the full extent allowed by 
law.”
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• Biagro Western Sales, Inc. v. Grow More, Inc., 423 F.3d 1296 (Fed. Cir. 
2005)

•Claim: A concentrated phosphorus fertilizer comprising a buffered composition 
comprising at least one phosphorous-containing acid or salt thereof … and wherein any 
of said phosphorous-containing acid or salt thereof is present in an amount of about 30 
to about 40 weight percent.

•Accused product A is 15% weight percent acid and 25% weight percent salt? “any” –
does not infringe; “and/or” – does infringe.
•Accused product B is 60% weight percent acid and 30% weight percent salt? “any” –
infringes.

•DC: limitation referred to the amount of phosphorous-containing acid or salt actually 
present in the final fertilizer product

• fertilizer containing two or more phosphorous-containing salts comes within the literal scope 
of the claim only if the aggregate amount of such salts is between about 30 and about 40 
weight %

“At Least One”
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• Biagro (con’t)

•FC: Affirmed
• Written description indicates that total amount of such acids or salts is 
important.

•DC correctly construed the claim to require an aggregate amount of such 
acids or salts to be between about 30 and about 40 weight %. 

•-> Affirm SJ of noninfringement.
•40.3% potassium phosphite present in accused product.
• Correct claim construction requires aggregate amount of phosphites to be 
within the claimed range.
• Accused product contains 2 phosphites, resulting in an aggregate phosphite 
content of at least 59.3%.

“At Least One”
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“At Least One”

• Enzo Biochem Inc. v. Applera Corp., 780 F.3d 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2015)

• Claim limitation at issue: “wherein A comprises at least three carbon 
atoms and represents at least one component of a signaling moiety 
capable of producing a detectable signal;”

• DC: Infringed.
• Claim construction - no additional steps required to detect the compound; 

allowed for both direct and indirect detection of the claimed compound.

• FC: Reversed claim construction; vacated infringement.
• “the plain reading of the disputed claim term requires that a signalling 

moiety be composed of components, of which at least one is ‘A.’”
• “claim 1 covers only indirect detection”
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• Claim = “at least one of a W, a X, a Y, and a Z” 

•Does the phrase mean at least one W and at least one X and 
at least one Y and at least one Z?

• Likely, yes

•“at least one of” modifies each category in the criteria list

• “and” connotes a conjunctive list

• see Superguide Corp. v. DirecTV Enterprises, Inc., 358 F.3d 870 (Fed. 
Cir. 2004)

“At Least One”
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• The USPTO designated Ex parte Jung, Appeal No. 2016-008290 (P.T.A.B. March 22, 
2017), as “informative” on July 10, 2018, but then a month later, on Aug. 7, 2018, “de-
designated” the case. 

• Claim language “at least one of: [A and B], … [B] including “at least one of [C and D].”

• PTAB relied on SuperGuide where the Federal Circuit distinguished between a list 
separated by “and” and a list separated by “or,” and held that in a list separated by 
“and,” “the plain and ordinary meaning is the conjunctive phrase ‘at least one of A and at 
least one of B.’ 

• PTAB agreed with the applicant that the references did not teach “at least one of a 
connection branch and a contents connection list,” and the examiner’s obviousness 
rejections lacked support. 

• But entered new ground of rejection because conjunctive interpretation lacked written 
description support. “[T]he Specification discloses only an example of ‘or,’ not ‘and.’” 

• USPTO de-designated because some thought reflected new policy. 
• https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USPTO/bulletins/2041ccd

Post-Superguide

38
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Karsten Mfg. Corp. v. Cleveland Golf Co., 242 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
• “An improved correlated set of iron type golf-clubs, each club…”

ArcelorMittal France v. AK Steel Corp., 700 F.3d 1314 (Fed. Cir. 2012)*
• “the steel sheet has a very high mechanical resistance after thermal treatment.”

• no industry definition of “very high” mechanical resistance;

• DC “relied on the statements in the specification that ‘high’ and ‘substantial’ 
mechanical resistance ‘may exceed 1500 MPa.’” 

• FC:  Affirmed construction.
― Specification supports district court's construction.

― ArcelorMittal argued invention could include a resistance as low as 1000 MPa

― Specification language: “makes it possible to obtain a mechanical resistance in 
excess of 1000 MPa.” 

― But specification does not refer to 1000 MPa as “high” or “very high.”

Adjectives and Adverbs, 
Including Relative Terms
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“Essentially Free”

Sunovion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Teva Pharms. USA, Inc., 731 F.3d 1271(Fed. Cir. 
2013)

• Claim 1. 6-(5-chloro-2-pyridyl)-5-[(4-methyl-1-piperazinyl)carbonyloxy]-7-oxo-6,7-
dihydro-5Hpyrrolo[3,4-b]pyrazine, or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, in the 
form of its dextrorotatory isomer and essentially free of its levorotatory isomer.

• FDA-approved commercial product required that “each tablet … contain not more than 
(“NMT”) 0.3% of eszopiclone’s corresponding levorotatory enantiomer, (R)-zopiclone.”  

• Reddy’s ANDA sought approval for eszopiclone products restricted to “NMT 0.6%” (i.e., 
0.0–0.6%)” of the levorotatory isomer.  
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“Essentially Free”
Sunovion (con’t)
• DC granted summary judgment of noninfringement.

― No definition in specification.

― Construed “essentially free” to mean “less than 0.25% of [the] 
levorotatory isomer” 

― based on a co-inventor’s declaration

― prosecution history indicating the invention contained less than 
0.25% of the levorotatory enantiomer.  

• FC: Affirmed.

― Phrase “essentially free” appeared only in the claims, not the 
specification.  

― Prosecution history shows that the applicants “repeatedly and 
consistently defined” their invention “as the dextrorotatory isomer of 
zopiclone containing less than 0.25% of the levorotatory isomer.”  
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Relative Terms Survive Definiteness 
Challenge

• Niazi Licensing Corp. v. St. Jude Med. S.C., Inc., No. 21-1864 (Fed. Cir. Apr. 11, 
2022)

• Claim 1. A double catheter, comprising: an outer, resilient catheter having shape 
memory and a hook shaped distal end configured for cannulation of the coronary 
sinus with at least one curved bend; an inner, pliable catheter slidably disposed in 
the outer catheter and of greater length than the outer catheter so that a distal 
end portion of the inner catheter can be extended or retracted from a distal end 
opening of the outer catheter to vary the overall length of the double catheter ….

• DC: Claim terms “resilient” and “pliable” were indefinite. 

• FC: Reversed. 

― Terms are broad, but not uncertain.

― Based on other claim language and the description and examples in the 
specification.
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Subjective Terms

• Univ. of Mass v. L’Oréal USA, Inc., No. 21-1969 (Fed. Cir. June 13, 2022)

• Claim: [a] method for enhancing the condition of unbroken skin of a mammal by 
reducing one or more of wrinkling, roughness, dryness, or laxity of the skin, without 
increasing dermal cell proliferation, the method comprising topically applying to the 
skin a composition comprising a concentration of adenosine in an amount effective to 
enhance the condition of the skin without increasing dermal cell proliferation, 
wherein the adenosine concentration applied to the dermal cells is 10-4M to 10-7M.

• UMass construction: recited concentration range is “the concentration as it is applied 
to the dermal cells,” not the concentration of adenosine that is applied to the 
epidermis (the skin surface). 

• DC: Adopted Umass’ construction and held claim indefinite.
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Subjective Terms

• Univ. of Mass v. L’Oréal USA, Inc., No. 21-1969 (Fed. Cir. June 13, 2022)

• FC: Vacated and remanded. 

― Rejected the district court’s construction of the wherein clause.
― the verb “apply” can cover both direct application (i.e., to the skin surface) and 

indirect application (i.e., to the sub-surface layer). 
― The wherein clause refers to “the adenosine concentration applied to the dermal 

cells,” which is the language for invoking an antecedent, thereby supporting construing 
the claim to involve one concentration rather than two. 

― The claims refer to the composition being applied, not the “concentration.” 
― Multiple embodiments described in the specification, none of which “specify a 

measurement of concentration after seepage through the skin into the dermis – much 
less a measurement of concentration as an amount of adenosine per unit of volume of 
dermal cells.” 

― Prosecution history: to overcome a rejection, the applicants imported the adenosine 
concentration range from a dependent claim to the wherein clause of issued claim 1. 
In support of the amendment, the applicants did not say there was any change in 
where the concentration was to be measured. Rather, they argued that “all [claims] 
are based on the application of certain concentrations of adenosine to the skin[.]” 

― “Because the meaning of the relevant claim language is not plain, . . .  we can look to 
the prosecution history to ‘inform [] the meaning of the disputed claim phrase and 
address[] an ambiguity otherwise left unresolved.’” 
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Words Of  Degree

Valeo North America, Inc. v. Magna Electronics, Inc., IPR2015-00251, 
Paper 18 (P.T.A.B. May 26, 2016)

• Claim phrase: “at least about 200 candelas/sq. meter”

• Asserted reference: “a range of not less than 5 [candelas/sq. 
meter] and not more than 200 [candelas/sq. meter]”

• PTAB FWD: Instituted claims unpatentable as obvious.
― “not more than” renders obvious “at least about”

― “Simply stated, ‘not more than’ and ‘at least about’ 200 
candelas/sq. meter both include a disclosure of the same 
value ― 200 candelas/sq. meter.”
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Consider incorporating modifiers into the definitions of the terms rather 
than in the claims.

Practice Tip
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Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. v. M-I LLC, 514 F.3d 1244 (Fed. Cir. 2008)

• Claim: “A method for conducting a drilling operation in a subterranean formation using a fragile gel 
drilling fluid[.]”  

• Specification defined “fragile gel” as:
― a “gel” that is easily disrupted or thinned, and that liquifies or becomes less gel-like and more liquid-like[.]”

• FC: Halliburton’s claim term “fragile gel” was indefinite - insufficiently defined functionally.

― “We note that the patent drafter is in the best position to resolve the ambiguity in the patent claims, and it 
is highly desirable that patent examiners demand that applicants do so in appropriate circumstances so that 
the patent can be amended during prosecution rather than attempting to resolve the ambiguity in litigation.”

― “A patent drafter could resolve the ambiguities of a functional limitation in a number of ways. For example, 
the ambiguity might be resolved by using a quantitative metric (e.g., numeric limitation as to a physical 
property) rather than a qualitative functional feature. The claim term might also be sufficiently definite if 
the specification provided a formula for calculating a property along with examples that meet the claim 
limitation and examples that do not.” 

Functional Language
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Does Using “First” and “Second” Mean 
There are Two Components Required? 

Regents of University of Minnesota v. AGA Medical Corp., 717 F.3d 929 
(Fed. Cir. 2013)

• Claim: a septal defect closure device comprising first and second occluding disks…; a central portion of 
the membrane of the first disk being affixed to a central portion of the membrane of the second disk to 
define a conjoint disk . . . .

• FC: Yes, there must be two disks that are discrete structures
• Specification supports

• “specification never teaches an embodiment constructed as a single piece. Quite the 
opposite: ‘every single embodiment disclosed in the ’291 patent’s drawings and its 
written description is made up of two separate disks.’”

• “a device formed by attaching two disks together ‘is not just the preferred embodiment of the 
invention; it is the only one described.’”

• Prosecution history supports
• Notice of Allowability: “primary reason for the allowance of the [’217 patent’s] claims 

[wa]s the inclusion, in all the claims, of the limitation that . . . a first membrane is 
connected to a central portion of a second membrane to form a conjoint disk.”
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Narrow Construction Of  Claim Based On Specification: 
Killed By A Profanity And  A Comma

Cultor Corp. v. A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., 224 F.3d 1328 (Fed. 
Cir. 2000)

• Claim: “polydextrose composition substantially free of bitter-tasting residual 
compounds made by the process consisting essentially of” 3 steps but did not specify 
in the claims a citric acid catalyst.

• Specifications read: the expression "water-soluble polydextrose" (also known as 
polyglucose or poly-D-glucose) specifically refers to the water-soluble polydextrose 
prepared by melting and heating dextrose (also known as glucose or D-glucose), 
preferably with about 5-15% by weight of sorbitol present, in the presence of a 
catalytic amount (about 0.5 to 3.0 mol %) of citric acid.

• Yikes: compare with no comma:  preferably with about 5-15% by weight of sorbitol 
present in the presence of a catalytic amount (about 0.5 to 3.0 mol %) of citric 
acid
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Narrow Construction Of Claim 
Based On Comma

Cultor (con’t)

• Cultor: "polydextrose" in its ordinary meaning, to persons of skill in the art, is 
not encumbered by the nature of the catalyst, and thus is not limited to the 
specific acid catalyst actually used in its production.

• FC: Construed "water-soluble polydextrose" as limited to polydextrose produced 
with citric acid as a catalyst, both for literal infringement and for infringement 
under the doctrine of equivalents. Clearly, that was based on the 
unfortunate “comma”: noted on the previous slide.
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The textual sloppiness—which SIMO had the 
obligation as the patent drafter to avoid—
provides no significant textual counterweight to 
what we conclude are the decisive textual 
considerations already discussed that favor 
uCloudlink's narrower reading of ‘a plurality of’ 
as applying to each item in the list following that 
phrase.”

SIMO Holdings, Inc. v. H.K. uCloudlink Network 
Tech., Ltd., 983 F.3d 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

Responsibility Of The Patent Drafter To 
Avoid Textual Sloppiness And Resolve 

Ambiguity
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•Bayer Cropscience AG v. Dow Agrosciences, LLC, 728 F.3d 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2013)

•Bayer used term monooxygenase in CIP application in 1989.
•In 1993, Bayer scientists determined “monooxygenase” was incorrect because 
second oxygen atom did not end up in water; both oxygen atoms were 
incorporated into non-water products. 
•Patent issued in 2000 using term monooxygenase.

•Dow product is dioxygenase.
•District court: no infringement. Refused to construe claim according to definition 
other than plain and ordinary meaning to include dioxygenases.

•FC: Affirmed.
•No indication in intrinsic record that Bayer intended meaning other than “accepted 
scientific descriptive” meaning of monooxygenase. 
•“it is hardly unknown for a patentee with an invention that could be protected to fail 
in securing such protection by bad choices in claim drafting.  See, e.g., Chef America…”. 

Patentee Failed To Fix 
Drafting Error Before Issuance
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More Claim Drafting Issues
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Preamble limiting when:
• Relied upon by the applicant for patentability.

― See MBO Laboratories, Inc. v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 474 F.3d 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
― Claim 1. A method of immediately and positively precluding needlestick injury from a contaminated needle

comprising the steps of . . . [.]
― “an essential feature [of the invention is] immediate needle safety upon removal from the patient. It is

therefore appropriate to construe the claims so as to ensure that they, too, require that feature.”

• “If the preamble is ‘necessary to give life, meaning and vitality’ to the claim[.]”
― Kropa v. Robie, 187 F.2d 150, 152 (CCPA 1951).

Preamble not limiting when:
• No reliance upon for patentability.

― Marrin v. Griffin, 599 F.3d 1290 (Fed. Cir. 2010)
― Claim 1. A scratch-off label for permitting a user to write thereon without the use of a marking implement, 

comprising: a permanent base having a colored near side which is normally visible to the user and having 
a far side; and a coating of scratch-off non-transparent material having a color which contrasts with the 
color of the near side of the permanent base, which coating is applied directly onto the near side of the 
permanent base with sufficient thickness so as to obscure the color of the permanent base, and which 
when scratched off reveals the color of the near side of the permanent base.

Claim Drafting: Preamble



Preamble Analysis

Butamax Advanced Biofuels LLC v. Gevo, Inc., IPR2014-00250, Paper 29 (P.T.A.B. 
March 13, 2015)

• Claim 1. A process for preparing a renewable jet fuel comprising: . . . whereby the product of step (g) 
meets the requirements of ASTM D1655.

• Claim 18. A renewable jet fuel or jet fuel precursor comprising a mixture of aromatic hydrocarbons 
and C11–C14 aliphatic hydrocarbons.

• PTAB FWD: 
― Preamble in claim 1 not limiting - states an intended use; not relied upon to define subject matter of 

claimed invention because explicitly recited in body of claim. 
― Preamble in claim 18 is limiting – “recites a specific characteristic of the source component of the 

invention.” 

See also Golden Bridge Technology, Inc. v. Apple Inc., 758 F.3d 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2014), for an example of comments about the 
preamble in an IDS were found to be a disavowal impacting claim construction.  Exercise caution when it comes to patentability 
statements! 
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Preamble Analysis
Acceleration Bay, LLC v. Activision Blizzard Inc., --F.3d__ (Fed. Cir. Nov. 6, 2018)

• Claim 1. A computer network for providing a game environment for a plurality of 
participants, each participant having connections to at least three neighbor 
participants, …

• Claim 1. A computer network for providing an information delivery service for a 
plurality of participants, each participant having connections to at least three 
neighbor participants,

• PTAB did not read “game environment” and “information delivery service” as 
claim limitations.

• Acceleration: patentable weight because they provide structure, or, alternatively, 
they are in the body of the claim because there is no transition phrase. 
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Preamble Analysis
Acceleration Bay, LLC v. Activision Blizzard Inc., --F.3d__ (Fed. Cir. Nov. 6, 2018)

• FC: Affirmed phrases are non-limiting preamble phrases.

• “[M]erely describe intended uses for what is otherwise a structurally 
complete invention. They do not impart any structure into or serve as 
antecedents for the claims at issue.”

• “Acceleration’s poor claim drafting will not be an excuse for it to infuse 
confusion into its claim scope. We conclude that “game environment” 
and “information delivery service” are part of the preamble of the 
claims. We see no beneficial purpose to be served by failing to include a 
transition word in a claim to clearly delineate the claim’s preamble from 
the body, and we caution patentees against doing so.”
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Draft complete, self-contained claims that fully define
the intended invention in the body of the claim.

But be prepared to have preamble construed as
limitation, so avoid preamble language unless you
desire to rely on it.

Again, consider alternative embodiments in which the 
preamble is definitely a limitation.

Claim Drafting Tip

See also, MPEP §2111.02



Transition 
Terms

Comprising

“Open” Term
Include unrecited elements

Consisting Of

“Closed” Term
Covers only recited elements
Infringement easily avoided
Try to avoid

Consisting
Essentially

Of

open for inclusion of only 
unspecified ingredients that 
do not "materially affect the 
basic and novel 
characteristics” of invention;
Explicitly identify what 
properties should not be 
“materially affected” by 
additives;
Use to exclude only 
specific subject matter

Claim Drafting: Transition Terms

See also, MPEP §2111.03
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Be Careful About Using Alternative 
Transition Terms

Argentum Pharms. LLC v. Merck, IPR2018-00423, Paper 7 (P.T.A.B. July 23, 2018)

• Claim 1. A compound which is 1-[4-(5-cyanoindol-3-yl)butyl]-4-(2-carbamoyl-benzofuran-5-yl)-
piperazine hydrochloride in its crystalline modification, wherein the compound is an anhydrate, 
hydrate, solvate or dihydrochloride.

• Claim 11. A pharmaceutical composition comprising a compound which is 1-[4-(5-cyanoindol-3-
yl)butyl]-4-(2-carbamoyl- benzofuran-5-yl)-piperazine hydrochloride anhydrate in its crystalline 
modification IV, and one or more conventional auxiliary substances and/or carriers. 

• PTAB: Construed as “which is” as “consisting of.”
― Claim 1 limited to compound which is vilazodone hydrochloride in its crystalline modification or form, 

wherein the compound is an anhydrate, hydrate, solvate, or dihydrochloride.

― But claim 11 construed as “a pharmaceutical composition that includes at least a compound which is 
vilazodone hydrochloride anhydrate in its crystalline modification (or form) IV, “and one or more 
conventional auxiliary substances and/or carriers,” but the composition is not limited to those 
ingredients.”
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Members of a Markush group have by definition a common physical or
chemical property.

Avoid “selected from the group consisting of A, B, and C.”

Consider “chosen from A, B, and C.”

“Consisting Of” In Markush Groups

See also, MPEP §2173.05(h) [R-08.2017]



Recent Federal Circuit Treatment
•Shire Development LLC v. Watson Pharms., Inc., No. 848 F.3d 981 (Fed. Cir. 
2017)

• Claims recited the phrase, “selected from the group consisting of”

• DC: Watson’s proposed generic product would infringe because the components 
falling outside the Markush groups were “‘unrelated’ to the invention.” 

• FC: Reversed.
― Watson’s ANDA product “does not satisfy the claim[ed] . . . Markush limitation” 

because a component it used fell outside the closed Markush group. 

― Use of the phrase “consisting of” “creates a very strong presumption that that claim 
element is ‘closed’ and therefore ‘exclude[s] any elements, steps, or ingredients not 
specified in the claim.’” 

― Exception to strong presumption did not apply because the component outside the 
Markush group “structurally and functionally relates to the invention, and its presence 
in the outer matrix violates the ‘consisting of’ requirement[.]”

― Applied “closed” interpretation to the Markush language in Shire’s claims even though 
the patent examples apparently disclosed the component Watson used.
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Claim Must Be Complete!
Allen Engineering Corp. v. Bartell Indus., 299 F.3d 1336 
(Fed. Cir. 2002)

• Claim 23. The riding trowel as defined in claim 22 wherein said 
tertiary linkage means comprises crank means driven by said 
connecting shaft means and coupled to said gearbox means by rigid

• FC: Claim is indefinite because it is impossible to discern the scope 
of such a truncated limitation.
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•Bayer Cropscience AG v. Dow Agrosciences, LLC, 728 F.3d 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2013)

•Bayer used term monooxygenase in CIP application in 1989.
•In 1993, Bayer scientists determined “monooxygenase” was incorrect because 
second oxygen atom did not end up in water; both oxygen atoms were 
incorporated into non-water products. 
•Patent issued in 2000 using term monooxygenase.

•Dow product is dioxygenase.
•District court: no infringement. Refused to construe claim according to definition 
other than plain and ordinary meaning to include dioxygenases.

•FC: Affirmed.
•No indication in intrinsic record that Bayer intended meaning other than “accepted 
scientific descriptive” meaning of monooxygenase. 
•“it is hardly unknown for a patentee with an invention that could be protected to fail 
in securing such protection by bad choices in claim drafting.  See, e.g., Chef America…”. 

Patentee Failed To Fix 
Drafting Error Before Issuance
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Don’t Rely On Being Able To Amend Claims at PTAB

Source: Finnegan research, http://www.aiablog.com/claim-and-case-disposition/
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What If  You Forget A Claim?
In re Tanaka, 640 F.3d 1246 (Fed. Cir. 2011)

• Board held that it is not reissue  “error” under 35 U.S.C. §251 to add 
a subgeneric claim where all existing claims in the patent are 
maintained, both broader and narrower than the added claim.

• FC: Reversed and remanded.
― “adding dependent claims as a hedge against possible invalidity of original 

claims “is a proper reason for asking that a reissue be granted.” In re Handel, 
50 CCPA 918, 312 F.2d 943, 946 n. 2 (1963).”

― “the omission of a narrower claim from a patent can render a patent partly 
inoperative by failing to protect the disclosed invention to the full extent 
allowed by law.”

NOTE: AIA removes “without deceptive intention” as requirement of reissue §251; applies to proceedings 
commenced on or after Sept. 16, 2012.
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More Specification Drafting Issues
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• Focus on objective of literal infringement (by single actor).

• Minimize background. 
• Avoid admission that the need (motivation) was in the art, in favor of using 

recognition of problem as part of the invention story.
• Avoid characterizing prior art.

• Specification is the roadmap. 
― Disclose broadly to claim broadly.
― If broad meaning for a term intended, set forth a broad definition in the 

specification.
― Consider other embodiments with narrower definitions.
― Consider crafting definitions to address concerns about related prior art.
― Use specification to eliminate uncertainty.

― Athletic Alternatives, Inc. v. Prince Manufacturing, Inc., 73 F.3d 1573, 1581 (Fed. Cir. 1996): when 
there is an equal choice between a broad and a narrow meaning of a claim, the public notice 
function is better served by interpreting the claim more narrowly.

― Use specification to describe how claims will be infringed.

Drafting Specification
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Examples of where failure to define and consistently use terms cost the patentee 
the desired claim construction.

• Union Pacific Resources Co. v. Chesapeake Energy Corp., 236 F.3d 684 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
― Patentee's failure to define claim terms “comparing” and “rescaling” resulted in the claims being held 

invalid.

• Aqua-Aerobic Systems, Inc. v. Aerators Inc., 211 F.3d 1241 (Fed. Cir. 2000)
― Phrases “prevent flow of air” and “prevent passage of air,” were interpreted differently, even though the 

patentee argued for them to be construed the same and expert testimony indicated that one of ordinary 
skill in the art would understand them to be the same.

• Ortho-McNeil v. Caraco, 476 F.3d 1321(Fed. Cir. 2007)
― Drafter did not use the term “about” every time a range was recited, so the court interpreted ranges 

with “about” differently than those without.

Define And Consistently Use Terms
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In re Abbott Diabetes Care Inc., 696 F.3d 1142 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

• Background of Invention section discussed prior art systems using external wires and 
cables that restricted movement of user.

• No examples in specification included external cables or wires.

• Board construed claim term “electrochemical sensor” to include external cables and 
wires because no explicit disclaimer in specification.  

• FC: Vacate and remand because rejection based on unreasonable claim construction.
― “specification contains only disparaging remarks [about] external cables and wires of the prior-art 

sensors”
― patents “’repeatedly, consistently, and exclusively’ depict an electrochemical sensor without external 

cables or wires while simultaneously disparaging sensors with external cables or wires.” 

How Consistent Use Saved The Day



“Patent Profanity”

• PTAB and courts now both use Phillips standard.

• PTO ex parte uses broadest reasonable interpretation (BRI).

• Patent owners may face situation where a broad construction is good
for an infringement position in litigation while a narrow construction
is good for patentability in an IPR.
• Profanity describing some embodiments could be useful.

― See, e.g., Conopco, Inc. v. Procter & Gamble Co., IPR2013-00510, where Petitioner argued “no evidence
in the '155 patent or its file history of the criticality of the recited ranges in the compositions as
claimed[.]”

― See, e.g., BASF Corp. v. Enthone, Inc., IPR2016-00697, Paper 31 (P.T.A.B. Sept. 11, 2017), FWD all
instituted claims unpatentable: “there is insufficient evidence on this record demonstrating that the
claimed range is critical or achieves unexpected results relative to the range disclosed by [the prior art].
Accordingly, we are not persuaded by Enthone’s arguments in this regard.”
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• “Very important”
― Inpro II Licensing, S.A.R.L. v. T-Mobile USA, Inc., 450 F.3d 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2006)

• “Critical,” “Special,” “Peculiar,” “Superior”
― Bayer AG v. Elan Pharmaceuticals Research Corp., 212 F.3d 1241 (Fed. Cir. 2000) 

• “Critical,” “Essential,” “Key”
― Pharmacia & Upjohn Co. v. Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 170 F.3d 1373 (Fed. Cir. 1999)

• “Necessary”
― Atofina v. Great Lakes Chemical Corp., 441 F.3d 991 (Fed. Cir. 2006)

― “it is necessary to have a catalyst containing solely chromium.” 
― Shows how patentability argument can cause problems later. 

Examples Where Profanity Hurt Patent Owner



Profanity in the Specification:
“The Invention Is…”

• C.R. Bard, Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 388 F.3d 858 (Fed. Cir. 2004)

• Claimed plug for hernias, but no claim language about plug surface.
• Specification “consistently described as having pleats”
• Summary of Invention, Abstract

• DC: No infringement.
― Claim construed to require pleated plug.

• FC: Affirmed -> no infringement by plugs without pleats.

― “because the patent globally defined the plug as having a pleated surface, the 
term ‘pleated’ need not be repeated each time a term describing some other 
aspect of the plug is used.”

― Statements of general applicability clearly define the claimed plug as “having” or 
“includ[ing] a pleated surface.” 
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How Many “Features” Required? 
Pacing Tec v. Garmin, 778 F.3d 1021 (Fed. Cir. 2015):
• DC: Summary judgment of noninfringement.
• FC: Affirmed.

― “the specification similarly contains a clear and unmistakable statement of disavowal or disclaimer. In a 
section entitled “Summary and Objects of the Invention,” the ’843 patent states that ‘it is a principal object 
of the present invention to . . . .’ ... It then lists 18 additional features, each time preceding the feature 
with the phrase ‘[i]t is another object of the present invention’ or ‘[i]t is still another object of the present 
invention.’ ......[M]any of the different ‘objects of the present invention’ disclosed in the ’843 patent are 
recited as features in one or more independent or dependent claims.” 

― “In this case, where the patent includes a long list of different ‘objects of the present invention’ that 
correspond to features positively recited in one or more claims, it seems unlikely that the inventor intended 
for each claim to be limited to all of the many objects of the invention. However, the ’843 patent goes 
further, and includes additional language that constitutes unmistakable disclaimer when considered in the 
context of the patent as a whole. Immediately following the enumeration of the different objects of the 
present invention, the ’843 patent states that ‘[t]hose [listed 19 objects] and other objects and features of 
the present invention are accomplished, as embodied and fully described herein, by a repetitive motion 
pacing system that includes . . . a data storage and playback device adapted to producing the sensible 
tempo.’”
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How Many “Features” Required? 

Pacing Tec v. Garmin (con’t)

• FC: 

― “With these words, the patentee does not describe yet another 
object of the invention—he alerts the reader that the invention 
accomplishes all of its objects and features (the enumerated 19 and 
all others) with a repetitive motion pacing system that includes a 
data storage and playback device adapted to produce a sensible 
tempo. In the context of this patent, this clearly and unmistakably 
limits ‘the present invention’ to a repetitive motion pacing system 
having a data storage and playback device that is adapted to 
producing a sensible tempo.” 
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Cultor Corp. v. A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., 224 F.3d 1328 (Fed. 
Cir. 2000)

• Claim: “polydextrose composition substantially free of bitter-tasting residual 
compounds made by the process consisting essentially of” 3 steps, but did not specify 
in the claims a citric acid catalyst.

• Specifications read: the expression "water-soluble polydextrose" (also known as 
polyglucose or poly-D-glucose) specifically refers to the water-soluble polydextrose 
prepared by melting and heating dextrose (also known as glucose or D-glucose), 
preferably with about 5-15% by weight of sorbitol present, in the presence of a 
catalytic amount (about 0.5 to 3.0 mol %) of citric acid.

• Yikes: compare with no comma:  preferably with about 5-15% by weight of sorbitol 
present in the presence of a catalytic amount (about 0.5 to 3.0 mol %) of citric 
acid

Narrow Construction Of  Claim Based On Specification: 
Killed By A Profanity And  A Comma
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Cultor (con’t)

• Cultor: "polydextrose" in its ordinary meaning, to persons of skill in the art, is 
not encumbered by the nature of the catalyst, and thus is not limited to the 
specific acid catalyst actually used in its production.

• FC: Construed "water-soluble polydextrose" as limited to polydextrose produced 
with citric acid as a catalyst, both for literal infringement and for infringement 
under the doctrine of equivalents. Clearly, that was based on the 
unfortunate “comma”: noted on the previous slide.

Narrow Construction Of  Claim 
Based On Comma
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“[A] court may not read into a claim a limitation from a preferred 
embodiment, if that limitation is not present in the claim itself.” Bayer 
AG v. Biovail Corp., 279 F.3d 1340, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2002)

"When the preferred embodiment is described in the specification as the 
invention itself, the claims are not necessarily entitled to a scope 
broader than that embodiment." SciMed Life Sys. v. Advanced 
Cardiovascular Sys., 242 F.3d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2001), quoting Modine Mfg. 
Co. v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n, 75 F.3d 1545, 1551 (Fed. Cir. 
1996).

Principles In Tension
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Honeywell Int’l, Inc. v. ITT Industrials, Inc., 452 F.3d 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2006)

• Limitation: “fuel system component.” 

• DC: SJ of noninfringement
― Claim scope limited to a fuel filter only because the written description expressly refers 

to the filter as “this invention.” 

• FC: Affirmed
― Cited Phillips.

― Construction based on language in specification: “the written description uses language 
that leads us to the conclusion that a fuel filter is the only ‘fuel injection system 
component’ that the claims cover, and that a fuel filter was not merely discussed as a 
preferred embodiment. On at least four occasions, the written description refers to the 
fuel filter as ‘this invention’ or ‘the present invention’”

― “No other fuel injection system component with the claimed limitations is disclosed or 
suggested.” 

Describing In Only One Way May Mean 
Limited To One Embodiment



Compare These Cases

• catheter

• ACS, Inc. v. Medtronic, Inc. (Fed. Cir. 2001)
• Specification: “although the present invention has been described principally in 

conjunction with catheters having  coaxial  lumens, it should be appreciated that 
the invention is as applicable, if not more applicable, to catheters having side-
by-side lumens.“

― Medtronic:  claims limited to coaxial.  Medtronic product is side-by-side.  Broad construction based on 
specification.

• SciMed Life Systems, Inc. v. ACS, Inc. (Fed. Cir. 2001)
• Specification: “[the coaxial lumen structure is] the ‘basic sleeve structure for all 

embodiments of the present invention contemplated and disclosed herein.’” 
― Narrow construction based on specification.
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Different Scopes

ACS’s claim scope: covered coaxial 
and side-by-side configurations
• Preferred embodiment = coaxial 

design
• Accused device = side-by-side design
• Claim language did not restrict to 

coaxial design
― Claim limitations can be met by either 

design

• No PHE (related applications not 
relevant b/c no common limitation)

• Infringed

SciMed’s claim scope: covered coaxial 
configurations only

– Coaxial and dual (adjacent) known 
in the art

– Preferred embodiment = coaxial 
design

– Accused device = dual design
– No specific design mentioned in 

claim
– No relevant prosecution history
– No infringement
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How Scimed’s Spec 
Caused Problem

FC: 

• “That language,,, ‘leaves no doubt that a person skilled in the art would 
conclude that the inventor envisioned only one design for the catheters 
taught in SciMed's patents--an intermediate sleeve section containing two . 
. . lumens arranged coaxially.’" 

• “This language defines SciMed's invention in a way that excludes the dual, 
or side-by-side, lumen arrangement. SciMed argues that the references to 
the annular inflation lumen are meant only to refer to the preferred 
embodiment of the invention, and not to indicate that the claims should be 
construed as limited to a structure employing  coaxial  lumens. That 
argument, however, flies in the face of the many statements in the written 
description that define "the invention" as employing a  coaxial  lumen 
structure and distinguish the prior art in part on the ground that it used a 
dual lumen structure …”



Recent Application of  SciMed
Indivior Inc. v. Dr. Reddy’s labs., --F.3d __(Fed.  Cir. Nov. 20, 2018)(non-preced)(STOLL, Lourie, 
Newman; Newman dissenting)

• DC: granted preliminary injunction.

• In the “Delaware Decision,” the patentee disavowed solely using conventional air drying, 
so “dried” construed to exclude that method.

― No infringement.

• In current case, claim terms “dried” and “drying” changed to “continuously” and 
“continuously cast.”

• DC held current claims did not include drying limitation, so specification disclaimer from 
other case did not apply.

• FC: Vacated.

• Err in conclusion Indivior likely to succeed on the merits.

• Cites SciMed for using specification to determine correct claim scope. 

• Current patent “’rife with remarks that disparage, and therefore, disclaim’ solely using 
conventional top air drying to form films.”

• Claims exclude conventional top air drying.
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No Reading Limitation into Claim

Blackbird Tech LLC v. ELB Elecs., Inc., 895 F.3d 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

• Claim 12. An energy-efficient lighting apparatus for retrofit with an existing light 
fixture having a ballast cover, comprising:
• a housing having an attachment surface and an illumination surface;

• a plurality of illumination surface holes in the illumination surface;

• a circuit board comprising a plurality of light-emitting diodes, wherein the circuit 
board is positioned adjacent the housing so that the plurality of light-emitting diodes 
protrude through the plurality of illumination surface holes in the illumination 
surface; and

• a fastening mechanism for securing the attachment surface of the lighting apparatus 
to the illumination surface, wherein the lighting apparatus is coupled to a wall switch 
and wherein the illumination of the light-emitting diodes is controllable based upon 
the position of the wall switch.

• The specification disclosed an embodiment with a fastener that connects the ballast 
cover to the attachment surface.
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No Reading Limitation into Claim
Blackbird (con’t)

• DC: Construed “attachment surface” as “layer of the housing that is secured to the 
ballast cover.”

• FC: Vacated and remanded based on erroneous claim construction.
• “By its plain language, claim 12 does not require the attachment surface to be secured to the ballast 

cover. …It does not require the attachment surface be secured to anything other than the 
illumination surface.”

• Specification discloses that fastening can be achieved by “many different types of fastening 
mechanisms” and gives examples. 

• The specification explains the embodiment in Figure 5 is “exemplary” and “non-limiting.”

• “It never refers to this run-of-the-mill fastener as the “present invention” or “an essential element” 
or uses any other language that would cause the ordinarily skilled artisan to believe that this 
fastening mechanism is an important component of the invention or that it is critical to the invention 
for any reason. …It simply cannot be the case that every screw mentioned in an embodiment of the 
specification must be read into the claim. Without any evidence that the fastener is important, 
essential, or critical to the invention, it should not be read in as a claim limitation.
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No Reading Limitation into Claim
Blackbird (con’t)

• FC: Vacated and remanded based on erroneous claim construction.

• And during prosecution, “the applicant expressly eliminated from the claim a 
fastening mechanism that secures the attachment surface to the ballast cover and 
replaced it with a fastening mechanism that secures the attachment surface to the 
illumination surface. The claim was allowed. No ordinary artisan could read the 
prosecution history as anything other than eliminating the requirement that a 
fastening mechanism secures the attachment surface to the ballast cover.”
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Boilerplate Paragraphs
• For example: “Although the invention has been described with reference 

to a particular embodiment, this description is not meant to be 
construed in a limiting sense.  Various modifications of the disclosed 
embodiments as well as alternative embodiments of the invention will 
become apparent to persons skilled in the art . . . . It is therefore 
contemplated that the appended claims will cover any such 
modifications or embodiments that fall within the scope of the 
invention.” 

• Will not override if specification indicates narrow construction is 
appropriate.
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Subject matter disclosed but not claimed establishes
dedication to the public.

• PSC Computer Products Inc. v. Foxconn Int’l Inc., 355 F.3d 1353
(Fed. Cir. 2004)

― “If one of ordinary skill in the art can understand the unclaimed disclosed
teaching upon reading the written description, the alternative matter
disclosed has been dedicated to the public. This ‘disclosure-dedication’
rule does not mean that any generic reference in a written description
necessarily dedicates all members of that particular genus to the public.
The disclosure must be of such specificity that one of ordinary skill in the
art could identify the subject matter that had been disclosed and not
claimed.”

Disclosure-Dedication 



§112 Considerations
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§112(b): “The specification shall conclude with one or more claims 
particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter 
which the inventor or a joint inventor regards as the invention.”

• Definiteness of claim scope: one skilled in the art must be able to 
determine with a reasonable degree of certainty the metes and 
bounds of the claim.

― Claims cannot be vague or indefinite and must clearly set forth the 
boundaries of protection.

§112b Considerations



Indefiniteness: Legal Standards
35 U.S.C. §112(b)

Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc., 134 
S.Ct. 2120 (U.S. 2014)

“a patent’s claims, viewed in light of the specification and 
prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the 
scope of the invention with reasonable certainty.”
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• Consider including definitions in specification!

• Words of degree can be risky and require special attention.

• Definiteness requirement does not require greater precision than the subject 
matter permits.

― Hybritech, Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc., 802 F.2d 1367 (Fed. Cir. 1986)
― Claim limitation:  “affinity for the antigenic substance of at least about 108 

liters/mole”
― FC:  Claims are NOT indefinite.

― “the claims, read in light of the specification, reasonably apprise those skilled in the 
art and are as precise as the subject matter permits. As a matter of law, no court 
can demand more.”

• If precision is challenged, consider Rule 132 declaration of expert explaining the degree of 
precision available (or lack thereof) in the relevant art at the relevant time.

• During prosecution, interview – ask what Examiner wants.

Ensuring Compliance -
§112(b) Definiteness Requirement



§112a Considerations
35 U.S.C. §112(a)  IN GENERAL.—The specification shall contain a written description of 
the invention, and of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear, 
concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, 
or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set 
forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor or joint inventor of carrying out the 
invention.

Allen Engineering Corp. v. Bartell Indus., 299 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2002)
• Claims read: "its gear box only in a plane perpendicular to said biaxial plane.“

• However specification described structure as "gearbox … cannot pivot in a plane 
perpendicular to the biaxial plane." 

• Allen argued that one of skill in the art would understand that the term 
"perpendicular" in the claim should be read to mean "parallel." 

• FC: “Allen stretches the law too far.”  
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Recent CAFC §112(a) Case Law

Failed to fulfill requirements of §112(a) Fulfilled requirements 
of §112(a) 

Just switched sides!
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Disclosure requirement inversely proportional to unpredictability.
• Disclosure need not address every possible consideration.

― So long as one of ordinary skill in the art could resolve any technical issues in 
reasonable time.

• Only objective enablement required.

• Capon v. Eshhar, 418 F.3d 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2005)
• “The predictability or unpredictability of the science is relevant to deciding 

how much experimental support is required to adequately describe the scope 
of an invention. Our predecessor court summarized in In re Storrs, 44 C.C.P.A. 
981, 245 F.2d 474, 478 (1957) that ‘[i]t must be borne in mind that, while it is 
necessary that an applicant for a patent give to the public a complete and 
adequate disclosure in return for the patent grant, the certainty required of the 
disclosure is not greater than that which is reasonable, having due regard to the 
subject matter involved.’”

§112a Considerations
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Sufficient description of a representative number of species.

• Actual reduction, drawings, disclosure.

• Representative of “entire genus.”

―Number depends on homogeneity in genus.

―Inverse function of knowledge and skill.

Description Of  Invention: 
Genus Claim



Description Of  Invention: 
Genus Claim

Boston Scientific Corp. v. Johnson & Johnson, 647 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2011)

• Claim: drug-eluting stents using either rapamycin or a macrocyclic lactone analog of 
rapamycin as the therapeutic agent.

• DC: Summary judgment that J&J claims invalid for lack of written description. 

• FC: Affirmed.
― Specifications did not demonstrate possession of analogs of repamycin that might work in a 

stent. 
― “. . . the claims cover tens of thousands of possible . . . analogs.”
― Relevant specifications did “not identify any specific species of rapamycin analogs” 
― “insufficient correlation between the function and structure of rapamycin and its analogs to 

provide adequate written description support for the entire genus of macrocyclic lactone 
analogs of rapamycin.”
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AbbVie Deutschland v. Janssen, 759 F.3d 1285 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

• Representative number or common structural features:
― “When a patent claims a genus using functional language to define a 

desired result, "the specification must demonstrate that the 
applicant has made a generic invention that achieves the claimed 
result and do so by showing that the applicant has invented species 
sufficient to support a claim to the functionally-defined genus." 

― We have held that "a sufficient description of a genus…requires the 
disclosure of either a representative number of species falling 
within the scope of the genus or structural features common to the 
members of the genus so that one of skill in the art can 'visualize or 
recognize' the members of the genus’”

Support for Genus Claim
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§ 112 Requires More Than 
“Hope” Or “Plan”

University of Rochester v. G.D. Searle & Co., Inc., 358 F.3d 916 
(Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 125 S.Ct. 629 (U.S. Nov 29, 2004)

• “Method of treatment” claim recited utilizing a specific biochemical 
pathway to decrease pain.

• DC: Invalid for lack of written description. 
― Patent did not specify any compound that could actually utilize that pathway.

• FC: Affirmed.  Patent discloses no compound for performing the 
claimed method and there was no evidence that such a compound 
was known.

― Describes compound's desired function, but does not identify any compounds that 
can be used in claimed methods of treatment.

― Rochester did no more than invent a “method of identifying a selective COX-2 
inhibitor,” not a “method of using a compound to inhibit COX-2.” 
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Examples May Provide §112 Support, But Caution: 
Verb Tense For Actual Vs. Prophetic Examples

Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc. v. Promega Corp., 323 F.3d 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2003)
• Example 6 written in past tense but not performed as written.

― Originated from Preps 3 and 4; contained all steps but not same order as Example 6.
• Conducting Example 6 as written would give a different result than that obtained with 

Preps 3 and 4.

• Materiality: threshold level met
― Response to office action: asserted that claimed product was more pure than prior art 

product.
― Reasonable examiner would want to know no experimental results to support purity.

• Intent: threshold level met
― Inventor knew past tense = actual work done.
― Roche provided no reason why past tense used for an experiment not performed.
― No evidence of oversight in use of past tense.
― No clear error in concluding use of past tense was knowingly false.

• FC: Remanded to determine if CAFC’s findings of inequitable conduct justify sanction of 
unenforceability. 
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• Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Bio-Technology General Corp., 424 F.3d 1347 
(Fed. Cir. 2005)

•Novo’s Example 1 written in the past tense in the priority applications (1983 PCT 
application claiming priority to 1982 Danish national application).

•“[t]he fusion product was purified from this extract,” 
•“[t]he purified fusion protein was evaluated to be more than 98% pure,”
• “[t]his ... product was then treated with leucine aminopeptidase,” 

•Undisputed that when 1983 PCT application filed, inventors had not successfully prepared 
hGH with LAP using recombinant DNA.

•DC: BTG established by clear and convincing evidence that Novo committed inequitable 
conduct.

• Example 1 was material in deciding whether the 1983 PCT application enabled the invention of the 
'856 application, and therefore grounded the priority claim that allowed Novo to antedate the prior 
art reference.
• Novo, nine years after it first submitted Example 1 to the PTO, knew or should have known that 
the examiner would have considered the fact that Example 1 was prophetic, not actual.
• Novo never disclosed that it had not successfully produced ripe hGH using the methodology 
described in Example 1 -> affirmative intent to deceive the examiner.

•FC: Affirmed.
•Inventor was aware that Example 1 was prophetic, and “knowledge of the law is chargeable to the 
inventor.” 

More Prophetic Examples



• Using phrases such as “the present invention is” or “an essential element 
of the invention is ” risks disclaiming any subject matter that does not fall 
within the description. 

– If a narrow claim construction is desired, that language can be accentuated in 
claim construction arguments. 

– If a broad claim construction is desired, that language will have to be 
addressed and minimized. 

Drafting Takeaway
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Drafting Takeaways

Be cautious about leaving information out of the specification. 

Be diligent about trying to draft the patent application so that the claim 
terms will be construed as desired, whether broadly or narrowly.

To the maxim of patent law that “claims are construed in light of the 
specification, and are not limited to a designated ‘preferred 
embodiment’," the practitioner should be cautioned, “unless that 
embodiment is in fact the entire invention presented.”  (Vulcan 
Eng'g Co. v. Fata Aluminum, Inc., 278 F.3d 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2002).



Test by analyzing “design around” possibilities from viewpoint of infringer.

Determine necessity of each term.

Identify where each term is defined in specification.

Identify ambiguity and eliminate it!
• Ascertain whether an infringer could “misconstrue” the applicant’s intended meaning of 

any term.

Is every term used consistently?

The mantra:    Necessary

Clearly defined

Consistently used

Careful Drafting: Summary
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Polling Question 1

The patent specification recites a range of widgets between 15 
and 20

The endpoints 15 and 20 are included in the range?

Yes or No
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Polling Question 2

The patent specification recites a widget, preferably a blue or 
white widget, that is green. 

The patent has a claim that recites a widget. Is that claim limited 
to a green widget? 

Yes or No
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Polling Question 3

The patent claim recites a green widget and at least one blue 
widget. 

Is the patent claim limited to only one green widget but allows 
one or more blue widgets? 

Yes or No
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Polling Question 4

The patent claim recites a widget. The specification teaches that 
the invention is a green widget.  

Is the patent claim limited to a green widget?

Yes or No
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Polling Question 5

The patent claim recites “at least one of a blue widget, a green 
widget, a red widget, a yellow widget, and an orange widget” 

To infringe the claim, must the alleged infringer use each of a blue 
widget, a green widget, a red widget, a yellow widget, and an orange 
widget

Yes or No
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Polling Question 6

The patent claim recites two ranges: about 750° to about 1050° C 
and 300° to 700 C °.

Does the alleged infringer infringe the claim is she uses 749°C and 
also uses 299°C?

Yes or No

110110



Thank You! Contact Information:

Margo Bagley
margo.a.bagley@emory.edu

Sarah Hooson
Sarah.Hooson@merck.com

Krista Kostiew
Krista.Kostiew@unilever.com

Tom Irving
tom.irving@finnegan.com
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